Abstract-We present a theoretical simulation of the turn-on dynamics of InAs/GaAs quantum dot semiconductor lasers driven by electrical current pulses. Our approach goes beyond standard phenomenological rate equations. It contains microscopically calculated Coulomb scattering rates, which describe Auger transitions between quantum dots and the wetting layer. In agreement with the experimental results, we predict a strong damping of relaxation oscillations on a nanosecond time scale. We find a complex dependence of the Coulomb scattering rates on the wetting layer electron and hole densities, and we show their crucial importance for the understanding of the turn-on dynamics of quantum dot lasers.
matrix elements and determine the scattering rates for capture processes between continuous WL and localized QD states in the framework of the Boltzmann equation. We show that for typical QD lasers, the interplay of the induced emission and absorption and the scattering processes leads to strongly damped ROs in both the photon and charge carrier densities. Our simulations explicitly take the strongly nonlinear dependence of scattering rates on the WL carrier densities into account.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the theoretical background and discuss the set of coupled equations of motion for the photon and charge carrier densities. The Coulomb scattering rates are determined and analyzed as a function of the WL carrier density in Section III. Section IV contains our results on the turn-on dynamics of both the photon density and charge carriers in QDs and WL. We discuss the generation of relaxation oscillations and their properties. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
The laser dynamics is determined by the rate equations for the photon density n ph and the charge carrier densities in QDs n b and in the WL w b , where b = e, h stands for electrons and holes, respectivelẏ
n ph = −2κn ph + ΓR ind (n e , n h ) + βR sp (n e , n h ), The explanation of the used abbreviations is given in the following discussion of the different contributions. We consider a two-level system for electrons and holes in the QDs, since the carrier relaxation processes within the WL and within the QD states are much faster (∼1 ps) than capture processes from the WL into the QDs at high WL carrier densities [23] . As a result, only the energetically lowest electron and hole levels in the QDs contribute crucially to the laser dynamics [20] . The latter is determined by the following contributions. 2) The induced processes of emission and absorption are expressed by the rate R ind ≡Ŵ (n e + n h − N QD ) n ph . Here, N QD denotes twice the QD density (taking into regard spin degeneracy) andŴ ≡ W A, with W as the Einstein coefficient and with A as the WL normalization area. In our approach, the carrier-light interaction is considered with the assumption of only one effective light mode (single photon number n ph ) dominating over all other modes. The optical confinement factor Γ in (2) expresses the difference of the optical and electronic active area. It can be split into an in-plane and a vertical confinement factor Γ ≡ N l Γ xy Γ z with N l as the number of QD layers [1] . The in-plane component Γ xy is given by the product of the QD density N QD and the in-plane size of a QD A xy (coverage with QDs). The vertical confinement Γ z expresses the vertical overlap of QDs and optical modes, averaged over the plane of area A.
3) The spontaneous emission given by R sp (n e , n h ) ≡ W n e n h is governed by bimolecular recombination [17] , [18] . 
3 with the dipole moment µ, the background dielectric constant ε bg , the vacuum permittivity ε 0 , the velocity of light c, Planck's constanth, and the frequency ω.
] c expresses the total cavity loss, where L is the cavity length, and r 1 , r 2 are the facet reflection coefficients [1] . The internal losses κ int = 200 m −1 are adapted to the experimental realization of QD lasers [24] . Finally, the spontaneous emission coefficient β stands for the probability that the photons generated during the spontaneous emission contribute to the considered laser mode in the cavity. 5) Pump processes are expressed by the injection current density pulse j(t). Equation (3) also contains the elementary charge e 0 .
III. COULOMB SCATTERING RATES
The active medium of the investigated InAs/GaAs QD lasers consists of self-assembled QDs formed spontaneously on a WL within the Stranski-Krastanow growth. As a result, the considered QD-WL structure shows a finite number of discrete electronic states localized around the QDs, as well as a quasicontinuum of delocalized electron and hole states at higher energies within the WL. The interaction of these different states is crucial for the carrier dynamics in a QD laser. The applied injection current pulse initially generates charge carriers in the WL. These have to be captured into the bound QD states before the laser transition can take place. Since in the lasing regime, the WL carrier density is very high, the capture processes are dominated by Coulomb scattering (nonlocal Auger recombination) [23] , [25] , [26] , which is also supported by the modeling of QD transport experiments [27] , [28] . Our approach also includes the electron-phonon scattering for the cooling process in the WL, but neglects it for scattering into the QD states. The Coulomb scattering rates describing the capture of carriers from the WL into the QD states for electrons and holes are calculated microscopically as a function of the WL electron and hole density w e or w h , respectively. The Coulomb interaction is considered up to the second order in the screened Coulomb potential and under the restriction to time scales where the Markov approximation is applicable [29] , [30] , [32] 
where ρ b is the occupation probability in the electron/hole QD state (b = e, h). This Boltzmann-like equation contains Coulomb in-and out-scattering rates given by
with the sum over all WL states (occupation probabilities ρ Fig. 1(a) ] or a hole [ Fig. 1(b) ] scatters into an energetically higher level within the WL. The energy conservation is fulfilled at the end of the entire process. The capture of holes proceeds analogously [20] .
For the evaluation of the Coulomb matrix elements M abcd and the scattering integrals in (5), we use the approach of [7] and [12] : For a WL extended in the x-y plane, the wave function for the whole QD-WL system can be separated into the inplane component ϕ 
The in-plane component of the confined QD states is approximated by the eigenfunctions of the two-dimensional harmonic oscillator ϕ b
with the electron (hole) effective mass m b and oscillator frequency ω b , assuming that QDs have a small aspect ratio [31] . The in-plane component of the WL states is described by orthogonalized plane waves (OPWs) [22] 
with the plane waves (PWs)
The index i denotes the different bound states of a QD. The OPWs are more realistic than just PWs, since they take the influence of the QD confinement potential into account by orthogonalizing the PWs ϕ k to the bound QD state ϕ i QD ( ρ). The PW approach leads to considerably larger Coulomb matrix elements and scattering rates [22] .
The strong confinement in the direction perpendicular to the WL is considered by assuming an infinite barrier at z = ±L/2 and, hence, a wave function
and ξ(z) = 0 for all other z. For numerical reasons, we apply the effective well width approximation [33] . Here, the wave function of a finite barrier well with a physical well width L is approximated by the infinite barrier wave function with an effective width L eff (see Fig. 2 ).
The calculation of the scattering rates takes the quasiFermi distribution over the involved electronic states into account. Furthermore, we include screening by applying the twodimensional static limit of the dynamic Lindhard equation
with the dielectric function (q), the two-dimensional inverse screening length Having determined the wave functions and the screening, we can now give a fully analytical expression for the Coulomb matrix elements describing capture processes from WL states into the ground state of a QD
with q = k 2 − k 3 , q = 0 and c 0 ≡ e 2 /(ε 0 ε bg A 3/2 ) hπ/(m b ω b ). The Coulomb matrix element is determined by the exponential function resulting from the eigenfunction of the two-dimensional harmonic oscillator and by the form factor
To calculate the scattering rates from (5), we set the energy of the QD electron and hole states according to [34] , taking QDs of a length of 17 nm into account. We correct these energies for the room temperature using the Varshni equation E(T ) = E(0) − (αT 2 /(β + T )) with the coefficients α, β taken from [35] . In Fig. 3 , the Coulomb scattering rates for electron and hole capture processes in the investigated InAs/GaAs QD-WL structure are shown as a function of the respective WL electron and hole densities. Generally, the Coulomb scattering rates are larger for increasing WL carrier densities w b due to the increase of available scattering partners. The Pauli exclusion principle, however, stops the increase of the out-scattering for higher w b , resulting in a maximum of S out b . The out-scattering processes become irrelevant for large WL carrier densities. Due to the larger effective mass, the population of WL states with holes proceeds more slowly. As a result, the effect of the Pauli exclusion principle is stronger on electrons explaining the faster decrease of S out e in Fig. 3 . The in-scattering processes become dominant at considerably large WL carrier densities. At small w b , the number of available scattering partners is low. S weaker because the WL states are entirely filled. As a result, the electron-electron and electron-hole processes shown in Fig. 1 become less probable. Fig. 4 compares the Coulomb scattering rates for electrons and holes obtained within the approach of OPWs and of simple PWs. Taking the influence of the QD confinement potential into account, i.e., applying the OPW method, leads to a general reduction of scattering rates. For the PW approach, the Coulomb matrix elements and the scattering rates are enhanced due to the nonvanishing overlap of the QD and WL wave functions. This overlap is higher for hole states since they are energetically closer to the corresponding WL states. As a result, the enhancement of the scattering rates for holes is stronger.
IV. TURN-ON DYNAMICS
In this section, we discuss the turn-on dynamics of InAs/GaAs QD lasers. We apply an injection current density pulse j(t) of 5 ns width (symmetric Gaussian-like pulse with a rise and fall time of 100 ps) to obtain an inversion. During the pulse, the WL states become filled with charge carriers. Driven by the Coulomb interaction they are captured into the bound QD states. The set of coupled nonlinear differential equations (1)- (3) describes the dynamics of an InAs/GaAs QD laser. The parameters 1 are fixed in agreement with recent experimentally investigated QD laser structures [5] , [24] .
The microscopically calculated Coulomb scattering rates are included into the equations, taking explicitly into account their strongly nonlinear dependence upon the WL carrier densities w e , w h . The peak current density is assumed to be slightly above the laser threshold. The numerical solution of (1)- (3) is shown in Figs. 5-8. Fig. 5 illustrates the dynamics of carrier densities n e , n h . Both quantities show weak relaxation oscillations before Fig. 5 . Response of the QD charge carrier densities n e (t), n h (t) to a current pulse (described in Fig. 7) . The insets show blow-ups of the ROs (the inset axes have the same units as the main graph). Fig. 6 . Response of the WL carrier densities w e (t), w h (t) to a current pulse (shown in Fig. 7 ).
reaching the corresponding stationary values. The rise time is dominated by the in-scattering term (picosecond range) in (1), whereas the fall time is much longer due to slower radiative processes (nanosecond range). The electron density n e has a higher stationary value than n h due to the larger electron inscattering rate S in e (see Fig. 3 ). In Fig. 6 , the evolution of the WL carrier densities w e (t), w h (t) as response to the application of the injection current pulse j(t) is shown. In analogy to the QD carrier densities n e (t), n h (t), their rise and fall times are determined by scattering and radiative processes, respectively, resulting in clearly different time scales. Contrary to n e (t), n h (t), the stationary value of the WL hole density w h is higher than the one of w e . The reason lies in the higher in-scattering rate S in e (see Fig. 3 ) that leads to a loss of charge carriers in the WL. The insets show the generation of weak but strongly damped ROs.
The dynamics of the photon density n ph is shown in Fig. 7(a) . After a turn-on delay of 0.8 ns, the photon density increases exponentially. It performs ROs with a frequency of 12.5 GHz that are damped toward a stationary value. The photon density shows much more pronounced ROs than the QD and WL carrier densities. The dynamics of n b is slowed down by the capacitative inertia of the charge carriers. The ROs result from the interplay of electron filling, induced emission, and absorption processes. The Coulomb scattering rates S b are not given in an analytical form, and they show a strongly nonlinear dependence on the WL carrier densities. Hence, the frequency and the damping rate of relaxation oscillations cannot be expressed analytically. The delay time is due to the initially empty QD states that first need to be filled with charge carriers. After the current pulse is switched off, n ph decays exponentially. The phase portrait in Fig. 8 illustrates this interplay. The evolution of the photon density n ph is shown as a function of the QD electron carrier density n e .
In Fig. 7(b) , the results are compared to the ROs measured in QD lasers that correspond to our modeled WL-QD structure [24] . In the experiment, the photon density shows a dynamics that is in reasonable agreement with the theoretical result. In both cases, similar pronounced ROs with a frequency on an inverse nanosecond time scale are obtained. In particular, the turn-on delay time of the dynamics is reproduced (0.8 ns); the oscillation frequency, however, is predicted to be twice as fast as that in the experiment. Furthermore, the relative amplitude of ROs is smaller than in the experiment. These deviations may probably be traced back to several approximations, such as the use of a single-mode theory and the neglect of WL-bulk interactions that could slow down the dynamics. We expect, however, qualitatively similar results when considering additional bulk-QD interactions.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented the theory and numerical simulations of the turn-on dynamics of InAs/GaAs QD semiconductor lasers. Our theory combines standard laser rate equations with microscopic kinetic equations describing Coulomb scattering rates for capture processes between continuous WL states and localized QD states. We calculate the rates microscopically, and take their strongly nonlinear dependence upon the WL carrier density into account. Our simulations predict the generation of relaxation oscillations on a nanosecond time scale during the turn-on processes of QD lasers. Our results are in a good agreement with the experimental data predicting a strong damping of relaxation oscillations. We show that the characteristic strong damping of the relaxation oscillations in a QD laser can be explained by the Coulomb interaction of the charge carriers within the QD-WL structure. Other processes, such as electronphonon scattering and WL-bulk interaction, play a minor role for a qualitative description of the turn-on dynamics. Their inclusion would improve our model, and would prospectively lead to a better quantitative agreement with the experiment.
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